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Recruitment

Junior Engagement Manager

Beijing

Who we are/Company profile (www.in3act.com)

In3act is an international business and investments strategy consulting and advisory firm with
almost 15 years of experience, founded in Milan (Italy) in 2004. We have been strongly present
in China since 2006 with about 10 professionals and a prominent partnership network in China
and abroad.

We are keen to tackle very complex business issues through innovative approaches and hands-
on practicing. We provide a broad range of services: strategy consulting, senior advisory, fund
raising strategies and also temporary management, if requested, to contribute to the possible
best implementation of recommended strategies .

We provide superior value to our Clients through: senior-only consultants teams with proven
track record; hands-on involvement of Senior Partners in the engagements; mix of consulting
and managerial background and approaches.

Who we are looking for/Candidate profile

With the aim of achieving a significant breakthrough in our China team and boosting the firm
growth in China, we’re looking for a qualified Junior Engagement Manager with proven top-
notch professional experience, outstanding education, strong ambition and entrepreneurial
attitude aimed at targeting to become a Partner in the firm.

The candidate will work in close collaboration with Partners and Senior Consultants while taking
direct responsibilities of Clients’ projects.

The candidate will work in many roles on cases that will provide outstanding value to our Clients,
reshape/readdress their business, organization and strategic directions with the goal of solving
complex and tough unconventional business issues. She/he will integrate world-class problem
solving,  industry and functional expertise and personal skills that will create sustainable, long-
lasting impacts.

With a high level of autonomy, the Candidate will also focus on building Client relationships and
expanding the firm’s network: she/he will have a growing role in leadership, team mentoring
and business development.

She/he will prove a high degree of entrepreneurship and the interest/capability to take on a
pivotal leading and managing role within In3act organization in China with a possible perspective
of partnership in the Group, also with possibilities of assignments outside China in the
medium/long term.
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Candidate’s Responsibilities

 Develop and implement tailored strategies and business models according to Clients’
needs, autonomously carrying out all the projects steps and applying her/his judgement
call to every aspect of the engagement,

 Propose tailored strategies and business models to existing or potential Clients by
anticipating and detecting critical issues,

 Analyze and interpret data to unearth problems and recommend strategies and solutions
tailored to the Client,

 Maintain and proactively build good and dynamic relationships with political institutions,
academics organizations, business networks, media etc.,

 Promote the work of the firm to a wide range of audiences through the organization/
participation in selected workshops, conferences, events,

 Manage projects’ teams with determined leadership and specific attention to people on-
the-job training and driving,

 Promote and pursue firm’s business development through ideas, relationships,
discussions and proactive attitude towards new possible project streams, sectors and
programs,

 Adhere to firm’s mission, values, policies and overall management style contributing to
the organization strengthening,

Candidate’s Skills and Expertise

 Mandarin mother tongue,
 Bilingual (Chinese/English) or Full English proficiency,
 Master's, MBA and/or PhD degree with excellent academic record from top Chinese

Universities (Tsinghua, PKU, Fudan, etc.) and/or International prominent Schools (MIT,
Harvard, INSEAD, SDA, CEIBS, etc.) will be highly appreciated,

 4-6 years of strategy consulting experience in top international consulting firms or 5-8
years of non-Chinese MNCs industry/functional experience,

 All-round knowledge of business and market-forces; informed overall vision of Chinese
and international economic, political, social situation,

 Outstanding analytical skills and problem solving attitude,
 Creative thinking with ability to shape and implement practical and workable solutions,
 Passionate team player with proved experience in managing multidisciplinary teams in

harmony, using personal ability to ignite and drive the professional growth of the assigned
resources,

 Significant entrepreneurial drive,
 Hands-on commitment and attitude,
 High level of personal impact,
 Personal network of high-value relationships (familiar, professional, academical, etc.),
 Commitment, dedication, passion and energy.
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Salary Package

Will be aligned to the actual experiences and capabilities brought by the Candidate. In very
general terms, the package will be structured as follows:

 Gross salary (13 months),
 Year-end bonus up to a number of monthly salaries according to actual performance

assessed through structured and mutual performance appraisals,
 % Commissions on new Client’s project selling stages and projects continuation

contributions,
 Non-Client project expanses remboursement package,
 International Medical Insurance package,
 Other benefits tailored to candidate specific characteristics, seniority, experiences and

background

Recruitment Process

Interested Candidates have to:
- Send a 1 page Motivation Letter and her/his CV in English and Chinese to

chinadesk@in3act.com,
- Attach 1 minute voice English self-introduction file,
- All candidates will receive a feedback in max 4 weeks after candidacy submission,
- Selected Candidates will be invited for a preliminary interview (in person and/or in

conference call) with HR Manager,
- Short listed selected Candidates will be invited for interviews with at least two firms’

Senior Partners.


